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Making the LinkedIn Connection
An ability to use social media effectively has become a vital ingredient for success in the B2B 
world. And the most useful social media platform for any business is LinkedIn.

Why? Because it’s where decision makers make meaningful, productive connections. Consider the following:

• 675 million professionals are members on LinkedIn

• 45% of users are in upper management 

• 30 million companies have a presence on the platform

• 91% of executives rate LinkedIn as their primary source for industry relevant content

• 4 out of 5 LinkedIn members drive business decisions in their field

• Ranked #1 social network for lead generation – 277% more effective at generating leads than Facebook or 
Twitter

Getting started with the platform is easy. Getting the most out of it takes a little work.

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions
https://blog.hootsuite.com/linkedin-statistics-business/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/linkedin-statistics/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30030/linkedin-277-more-effective-for-lead-generation-than-facebook-twitter-new-data.aspx

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions
https://blog.hootsuite.com/linkedin-statistics-business/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/linkedin-statistics/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30030/linkedin-277-more-effective-for-lead-generation-than-facebook-twitter-new-data.aspx


The connective 
tissue of digital 
business world
Part of LinkedIn’s power is its rich demographic data, 

driving a robust and powerful advertising platform 

that lets you measure your ROI in real time, producing 

lead conversion rates that are 3x better than other 

major ad platforms, with an audience that has twice

the buying power of the typical web audience.
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• Explore new business 
opportunities

• Research current market 
trends and best practices

• Grow their careers
• Exchange information and 

insights about their industry

Why do people use LinkedIn?

In many ways, it’s the network of networks, 

bridging the digital and professional worlds. 



Getting your 
business seen 
where it counts
LinkedIn works best for businesses when 

your team’s personal profiles and your 

company’s page are optimised for your 

target audiences. 

There is no secret to making these elements 

stand out. It just takes a little attention to 

detail. Doing so will support your broader, 

more campaign-based initiatives.



Optimising 
personal profiles

Your people are quite literally 
the face of your company. 

The first step is to make sure each of 

your team has added information 

across all available fields, with 

everything pertaining to their 

specialisation and work history 

included – especially their current 

position, education, qualifications, and 

at least five relevant skills.

Doing so will elevate your profiles to All 

Star Status, making them more 

discoverable in search, and more 

representative of the qualities and 

capabilities of your team.



Optimising personal profiles
THE FOLLOWING ARE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS YOUR INDIVIDUAL TEAM MEMBERS’ 
PROFILES SHOULD COVER

Profile and Header Images

Profiles with on-brand, professional headshots drive 14 times 

more views than other types of profile pictures. 

Headline

The default headline simply lists your position, but can and 

should be edited to communicate an individual value 

proposition. Use terms that are recognised in your industry, 

and that the desired audience is likely to search for.



Optimising personal profiles
THE FOLLOWING ARE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS YOUR INDIVIDUAL TEAM MEMBERS’ 
PROFILES SHOULD COVER

Summary

This section should support and build upon the headline in 

the manner of a professional bio, providing a concise 

overview of qualifications and experience. 

Experience and Past Roles

The default headline simply lists your position, but can and 

should be edited to communicate an individual value 

proposition. Use terms that are recognised in your industry, 

and that the desired audience is likely to search for.



Optimising personal profiles
THE FOLLOWING ARE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS YOUR INDIVIDUAL TEAM MEMBERS’ 
PROFILES SHOULD COVER

Recommendations

Testimonials that can speak personal professionalism from 

people in your team’s work history, or clients from industries 

they’ve served. 

Accomplishments

List career milestones, special projects, unique skills or 

certifications to stand out from the pack. 



Optimising personal profiles
THE FOLLOWING ARE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS YOUR INDIVIDUAL TEAM MEMBERS’ 
PROFILES SHOULD COVER

Endorsements

Another opportunity to have skills validated by others. Keep 

them relevant to the field and the target audience. 

LASTLY creating a custom URL for profiles is 
easy – just click Edit Public Profile and URL. 

Use real names, and add the profile link 
wherever possible: email addresses, web bios, 
etc.



Optimising your 
company page

To interact with people on LinkedIn 
via your organisation you need to 
have a Company Page.

Company Pages with complete 

information get 30% more weekly views

than others. It should reflect your core 

Brand and Messaging strategy, if one is 

established, both visually and in terms of 

your company’s tone of voice. 

The Company Page gives your company 

a real presence and voice on LinkedIn. 

Your audience can learn more about 

what your services or products, the sense 

and purpose of your business, and your 

values. 



Optimising your 
company page
YOUR COMPANY PAGE ALLOWS YOU TO ADD:

• Your company tagline

• A custom Call to Action button (Contact Us, 
Learn More, Register, Visit Website)

• A Company Overview listing your Company 
Description, website address, industry, 
company size, company type and the year 
founded

• Up to 20 specialties

• Location(s)

• Hashtags – powerful for discoverability in 
search

• Featured Groups – join and interact with 
LinkedIn Groups for maximum visibility

SHOWCASE PAGES

If you have a specific business 
area or initiative that you want 
to call attention to, create a 
Showcase Page to share 
targeted content. 

The functionality is the same as 
your company page and can 
help support your key business 
objectives in conjunction with 
the campaign-based 
functionality of Sponsored 
Content, Sponsored InMail or 
Display Advertising.
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Ensure your team members are actively following your Company Page. If 
you have a Content Marketing Plan in place, this becomes vital. Encourage 
your team to like and share posts published by the Company Page. 

If a member of your team has written or put their name to an article, it can 
similarly be promoted both from their personal profile and the Company 
Page, for greater amplification. It’s the best and simplest way to promote 
your organisation’s thought leadership and expertise. 

Due to LinkedIn’s algorithms, once a Company Page gains 150 followers, 
further growth becomes much more assured.



Growing your 
LinkedIn network

To enhance your connection-
making, it’s important to use 
LinkedIn with professionalism. 

As in business however a little 
personal touch goes a long 
way. 



Personalise 
connection requests
GROWING YOUR LINKEDIN NETWORK

Don’t simply add people willy-nilly. Do some research and 

engage a little. Visit their profile directly and click ‘connect’ – it 

will allow you to leave a personalised message like “We met at 

the conference last week. Great talking to you, let’s keep in 

touch.” 

If it’s someone you don’t know or haven’t met, show interest 

in their work and provide an explanation for reaching out: 

“I’ve really enjoyed your posts on the state of the industry, and 

hope we can connect.” LinkedIn members are more likely to 

accept unsolicited invitations if they’re accompanied by a 

personal note.



Set goals for 
growing your 
connections
GROWING YOUR LINKEDIN NETWORK

Don’t rush to nurture a list of unsuitable leads, and don’t 
spam people. Simply set a goal – I will grow my network by 
100 within a month, for instance.

Not everyone you invite will connect. Consider the following 
before sending an invite:

• Does the person know me?

• Do they know or have worked with someone I know?

• Do they know my company?

• Am I sharing information / insights relevant to their needs?

• Am I or my company able to offer value to their business?

Once you’ve achieved that first goal, iterate and repeat. 



Share relevant 
content as often 
as possible
GROWING YOUR LINKEDIN NETWORK

When a connection reacts to your post – liking, sharing or 

commenting – it amplifies that post’s reach via impressions 

made across their own network. If your content is relevant, 

these 2nd degree connections may reach out to you with an 

invitation to connect.

Company content shared by employees also has 2x the 

engagement rate than the same content shared just by the 

Company Page.



Content
Use images and videos

Visual content can drive an 11x 

increase in views. Video is likely 

to drive 5x member 

engagement. Keep posts short 

and sweet for the best results. 

LinkedIn estimates that posts 

with such rich media drives a 

38% higher engagement than 

simple link-sharing.

01 02 Make use of personal 
profile URLs across 
other social channels

Especially if you already have a 

sizable following there. Drop 

these personalised URLs into 

the email signatures of your 

staff, also, for added exposure.

03 Engage regularly with 
existing connections

This keeps your profile in the 

foremost of their networks. A 

simple Like, a brief comment or 

a ‘thanks for sharing’ goes a 

long way. Good manners are 

good business. 



Tips for Content

• Use the Content Suggestions tool

• Re-share your businesses best @mentions

• Customise your imagery (great branding)

• Share visually rich PowerPoints or PDFs

• Strike up conversations with your posts

• Create a monthly content calendar

• Schedule your posts for optimal time of day and 
days of week using Hootsuite, Buffer or similar

• Share relevant content from reputable sources 
with commentary – especially if they’re from your 
company blog

• Write – or commission – long-form articles on key 
topics and publish them from personal profiles via 
LinkedIn’s built-in content platform, Pulse

• Avoid click-bait or overly salesy CTAs – keep things 
discreet



Analytics
You can measure the success – or otherwise 

– of your content via LinkedIn’s 

comprehensive Analytics section. The 

information it provides on your content’s 

impact can help you determine what 

updates might make for good Sponsored 

Content.
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The 3-2-1 rule

A proven formula. Each week, aim to publish 3 pieces of industry-
relevant content, 2 pieces of content that show the community your 
values (charity initiatives, in-house / workplace culture 
accomplishments) and 1 product or service-oriented post.



Sharing – and growing – your 
company brand via LinkedIn
As a platform, LinkedIn offers a suite of interlinked products that can help your company grow 
awareness of its brand among the very audience you’re looking to engage with.

Before starting out on a brand campaign though, it’s 
important to define your preferred outcomes. 

Brand awareness campaigns tend to have three main 
objectives:

• Increased Reach – getting your content seen by more 
people

• Increased Followers – building a solid base for 
sustained organic growth

• Increased Engagement – to cement your brand 
messaging in the mind of your followers

Without brand awareness, leads are much harder to 
come by. And without putting effort into optimising your 
organic presence – your Profiles, your Company Page –
your efforts will be that much more difficult. 

Creating high-value materials – whitepapers, webinars, 
case studies – as well as ‘snackable’ insights and industry 
states as part of a content mix covering the funnel from 
top to bottom is key. 

Getting seen, however, takes a concerted mix of 
ORGANIC tactics and PAID tactics. 



Advertising on 
LinkedIn

In recent years, LinkedIn 
has become an 
advertising platform in its 
own right. It allows a 
variety of ways to grow 
your brand and generate 
leads, based on your 
specific objectives. 



Advertising options
Sponsored Content Text Ads Carousel Ads Display Ads

STRENGTHS: Brand 
awareness, building followers, 
engagement

STRENGTHS: Speed, setting 
your own budget, audience 
filtering, ability to track 
conversions, choice of metric 
(PPC or CPM)

STRENGTHS: Communicate a 
variety of business functions in 
a concise manner with 
multiple CTAs, objective based 
campaigns

STRENGTHS: Interactivity, 
greater reach, large-scale 
brand presence

Native ads (video or static) that 

appear in the LinkedIn feed of 

your targeted audience. 

Depending on your objective, 

you can craft top-of-funnel 

content to drive brand 

awareness, or go for lower-

funnel, direct-response lead 

goals. 

A simple, effective tool, Text 

Ads allow you to craft Pay-per-

click (PPC) or Cost-per-

Impression (CPM) campaigns 

via parameters such as 

Geography, Industry, Seniority, 

Specific Skills or Type of 

LinkedIn Group. 

An interactive ad format that 

allows you to promote 

multiple messages in a single 

creative spread, for more 

effective brand storytelling.

Display Ads can leverage text, 

audio, video and imagery 

programmatically, and are 

delivered via private or public 

auction via a diverse range of 

external advertising platforms. 



Lead Gen Forms

STRENGTHS: Collecting contact information 
from the target market

Available for Sponsored InMail and Sponsored Content, 

LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms can instantly collect complete, 

accurate leads and connect them with targeted offers or 

content – delivering your leads directly into your 

Campaign Manager. 



Video Ads

Video ads allow you to connect to your audience’s 

interests immediately and with impact, letting you tell 

more interesting stories through the power of great 

creative. More and more decision makers, with less and 

less time to spare, are engaging with video in greater 

numbers.

STRENGTHS: Brand awareness and 
differentiation, audience segmentation, 
engagement



Dynamic Ads

Dynamic Ads are personalised ads tailored to a target 

member’s profile based on data such as company name 

and job title. Creative elements only need to be built 

once; LinkedIn automatically personalises the campaign 

for each audience member.

STRENGTHS: Personalisation, engagement, 
driving traffic to websites/landing pages, 
building followers for your Company Page



Sponsored InMail

Ideal for personalised messaging to better cultivate leads, event 
registrations and building a lead pipeline, all with the added bonus of 
genuine metrics to track ROI. 

It’s a great way to engage with executives in one-to-one conversations. 
Plus, LinkedIn research has shown that InMail can have a 300 per cent 
higher response rate than email.

Getting Sponsored InMail right is key. Do your research and build a list. 
Craft a compelling headline. Be conversational but not overly personal 
or salesy. LinkedIn also recommends using a dynamic macro to pull in 
the member’s name or company in your greeting, and match your 
target’s experience to the content and context of your message. 

Send InMail from a personal profile rather than your Company Page for 
optimal effectiveness. And keeping the copy under 500 characters can 
drive a 46% increase in Click-Through-Rates (CTRs). Use a clear CTA for 
better conversions, add a relevant body link for your audience to click 
through to, and include a 300x250 visual banner for greater 
effectiveness.

STRENGTHS: Lead generation, direct engagement with 
decision makers, personalised invites, targeted promotions, 
promoting content



Getting Started with Ads

To get started, link your 

company page and choose 

your currency. 

01 02 Choose your ad type – you 

can create an entire 

campaign using all 

approaches to maximise 

reach and impact, but the 

choice is yours.

03 Create a relevant, objective-

based name for your 

Campaign, choose you 

target audience language, 

and – for Sponsored 

Content Ads – choose your 

Call to Action.

With your account and Company Page in place, it’s time to set up your Campaign Manager. This 
is your operations centre for all advertising related activity, as well as your gateway to vital 
analytical data about your audience. 

From here you can craft your campaigns and advertising spend, track campaign performance 
with dynamic visual reporting, view demographic data and optimise your efforts.



Getting Started with Ads

Now to create you ad. 

Follow Campaign 

Manager’s guidance on ad 

specs.

04

05 Target your ad, specifying 

your desired audience by 

segments such as Location, 

Company Name, Company 

Industry, Job Title, Job 

Function, Age, Years of 

Experience and more.

06 Set your budget and schedule. Choose Cost-per-Click (CPC), Cost-

per-Impression (CPM) or, for Sponsored InMail, Cost-per-Send –

you’ll only pay for the messages that have been received. 

CPC and CPM require you to set a daily budget and bid price, 

which determines the maximum you will pay for successful 

delivery of your ad. You can determine the length of your 

campaign here also.



Getting Started with Ads
Installing an Insight Tag is 

also advised – it will help you 

track who’s interacting with 

your ads, and even specific 

actions such as sign-ups and 

downloads. The Insights Tag 

is a small piece of JavaScript 

to place on your website that 

will help you measure the 

impact of your advertising. It 

comes in two flavours: a site-

wide Insight Tag, or an event-

specific image pixel. 

07 08 Measure and optimise your campaigns with Campaign Managers 

visual metrics. It will reveal the number of times people saw your 

ad (Impressions), the number of Clicks, the average Click-through 

Rate (CTR), and how much you’re spending. 

It will also reveal general Engagement metrics, as well as 

Conversion and Lead metrics including the total dollar value of 

your conversions, the return on ad spend and the number of 

leads collected, among other things.

You can also download performance reports at the ad/creative 

level, or the account level, and export the information as a CSV 

file.
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Bidding on Ads

Smart bid management is critical for success with LinkedIn Ads. If 

your bids are too low, ads will not be delivered, and your audience will 

not see them. How you bid will impact your ROI and the ultimate 

effectiveness of your efforts.

There are two types of bid: Maximum Cost Bid, and Automated Bid. 

Maximum Cost Bids allows you the most control over your cost per 

result. Automated Bids uses historical data and member information 

to pitch the bid at the ‘right’ cost. This gets you more from your 

budget, but your costs may be higher (Sponsored Content only).



Advice on 
Maximum 
Cost Bids

• Start at the high end for a strong beginning to 
your campaign.

• If your ad isn’t winning auctions, it isn’t being 
seen. Bid higher to increase your chances of 
winning – you’ll only pay the minimum needed 
to win.

• Then, monitor its performance and reduce your 
bid slowly to find a sweet spot. If you see a 
drop-off in your key metrics, stop lowering the 
bid.

• Try changing up your bid type by switching 
between CPM and CPC to find an approach 
that balances your campaign objectives with 
your budget.

• Use the Audience Expansion option to cast the 
net a little wider. It allows you to reach more 
people who are similar to your defined target 
audience and may reduce the bid required to 
win, but watch the lead quality



Advice on 
Automated 

Bids

• If your campaigns are only spending 85% of 
their daily budget, it is a good candidate for 
switching over to Automated Bidding to 
increase your ad’s chances of being seen. 

• If costs are running high, lower the daily 
budget to the actual spend level of using 
Maximum Cost Bid. 

• Use the forecasting toolbox to compare 
Maximum Cost Bid and Automated bid. It 
will estimate performance relative to your 
budget, allowing you to choose the option 
that works best for your goals.



Explore, experiment…
and connect.
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// Watch our LinkedIn quick tips.

// Get tailored, one-on-one support via our 
LinkedIn Virtual Business Development 
training.

// Contact TMM today to discuss other ways 
we can help you make the connection. All 
these and more on our website. 

themeasuredmarketer.com.au

https://www.themeasuredmarketer.com.au/

